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門OVINGUP THE MARKET: TRANSFOR門ATIONOF 

INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE AND ECONOMIC POLICIES 

Shinichi Ichimura 

Kyoto University 

This is an outline of main points of the lessons to be learned from the 

successful experiences in theコapaneseprocess of rapid growth from postwar 

devastation to the present global economic power. It is meant to supplemen七

a paper z”コapaneseIndustrial Policies : An Overview”， by F. Gerard Adams 

and myself. 

I. Overall Inteoration of Economic Policies and Institution 

Economic policies can be effectively_ implemented when they are in conformity 

with socio-cultural conditions and institutions of the relevant national eco-

nomy. The unprecedented growth ofコapaneseeconomy may be attributed to the 

followi「19factors 

1. High rate of capital accumulatio「l'

particularly concentrated in private fixed capital formation rather than 

overhead capital or housi時， 30芦ormore of GNP is invested and its 

half was in industrial equipmen七，

2o High rate of saving, 

such a high rate of capital formation was almost e×clusively warranted 

by don:iβstic savings, making the control of inflation manageable ; the 

saving ratio kept rising with increas’ing per capita income. 

3. Borrowed and improved technology, 

deliberate effort of learning modern technology and superseding western 

technology is pronen by R & D expenditure in government and private 
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enterprises, emphasis af engineering faculties in bes七 universities,

training an the jab or Technology ar QC conscious management. 

4~ .. Industrious ・and well-educa七adworkers,: 

despite the change in fundamental values in postwar education ，” Thrift 

and Industry ”remained the absolute virtues. They are well-educated : 

90再afthe same age group go to high school and finish. 4日声 gata 

colleges and universities and graduate. The age composition is young・

The in七er-firmmobility among sma王landmedium enterprises is high, 

though the contrary is true with large corporations. 

5. Agricultural productivity increase, 

land reform, government support of agricultural prices and rural invest-

ment released the enormous number of workers -estimated 22 million men 

in 1955 to 77 -to the manufacturing and tertiary sectors : one million 

a year! 

6. Group loyalty and good human rela七ionsbetween labor and management, 

except for immediately postwar turbulance and remaining radical elements 

in public sectors ．コapaneselabor has been moderate and cooperative with 

management. Group loyalty, life-time employment and profit-shari珂（bonus)

wage system seem to have worked ideally, exceptJ.ng some public enter-

prises. This can be shown by the small number of working hours lost by 

strikes. 

7". Flexible adjustment of industrial composition to the changing demand condi-

tions and innovating technologies, 

this can be clearly seen by contrasting the changes in industrial compo-

sition of GOP and the changes・in world trade composition from one country 

to another.コapansupercedes any other industrialized coun七ryin 1955七o

1980.門ITI'sIndustrial Policy played a significant role. 
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8. Good relations between government and business, 

the whole-hearted determination of business circles, civil servants 

and politicians alike to reconstruct the devastated nation bred the 

spirits of cooperation. The success of cooperation established trust 

and constant consultation. This ・was really the basis ofコapaneseIn-

dustrial Policy. 

9. Cooperation among commercial banks, the Bank ofコapan,Ministry of 

Finance and private businesses. 

Banks of七enplays the role of business consultants, and the govern-

ment -in particular, the Ministry of Finance -and the Bank ofコapan

jointly controled fairly adequately the foreign exchange in the 50’s 

and 60's and the supply of money in the 70’s. 

1 O. Political Stability 

Rapid growth often leads to social disorder. Postwarコapandid not 

remain perfect工yimmune to this malaise, but Liberal Democratic Party 

has been in power all the time and successfully guided the national 

economy. Land reform, protection of farmers, support of small and me-

dium enterprises, early introduction of social welfare program, ade-

quate taxation system to equalize personal income all contributed to 

the stability. Above all, however, international environment surrounding 

コapanhas been unusually favorable forコapan.

In the 1970's, which is the II shock period”， these conditions favorable 

for rapid growth began to cha吋 e.The Ni×on shocks (revaluation of Yen rate, 

embargo of soya beans and US -China approchement) 且出 oilcrises revealed・ 

the valunerability of theコapaneseeconomy vis 'a vis energy and food, (mine-

ral resources and land)o It was most fortunate that these shocki時 events

occured when theコapaneseindustries barely managed to reach the stage in which 
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their exports could cover .sufficier、tlythe imports of raw materials, food 

and energy. 

The 19BO's is the" trial period”， in whichコapanmust find her honor-

able position in the world economy and succeed in integrating herself with 

the major trading partners. This will involve an adjustment of indus七rial

structora. vis a vis other industrialized countries and NIC’s like七heRepu-

blic of Korea. 

The pressure placed onコapancomes from two contradicting sources : 

1. the need to expand exports so thatコapancan pay e×tra 30 billion dollars 

for the same quanti七yof oil, 

2. the difficulty of finding the sufficien七marketfor the 30 billion dollars 

worth of exports without causing the trade conflicts with other countries 

。whichare suffering the recessions and the structural adjustr『1entproblems. 

II. Characteristics ofコaロaneseIndustrial Policy 

Some characteristics ofコapaneseIndustrial Policy are described here in 

order to give some relevant points of consideration for industrial development 

strategi_es to. NIC's. 

1. Choice of strateqic industries 

コapanadopted the so-called ”one set principle”・ Shetried to・ develop, 

more or less, almost all kinds of manufacturing industries. This may be 

motivated primarily七oreduce the imports and overcome the chronic shortage 

of foreign exchange. The fatal sufferi「1gof Japanese economy from the unfョー

vorable balance of payments throughout the prewar and postwar years led 

to the conclusion that whatever we can produce domestically had better be 

produced rather than importedo 

It was made possible by the fact that the market size ofコapanese・ 

economy is large enough, and the ・Tokaido megalopolis offered a compact, 
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single market connected with the rest of the world by sea transportation 

-an extremely efficient, well-organized marketo 

At the same七i『ne,however, theコapanesegovernment always chose some 

”future industries ”which can be major ”export industries ”・ Inparti-

cular・they were very conscious of the future trend of demand and supply-

production technology. As for demand, the American pattern of consumption 

had already set a pattern so that it was not too hard to see the trend of 

divercification and fashion. As for production，コapandefinitely chose 

those山 ichare input-saving (for primary materials) and more back凶 rd-

linked. The駒backwardlinkage was considered as more employmen七ーcreating

and establishing the sound industrial complex at home. As the result, 

despite the clear emphasis of門ITI’spoliciesロnheavy-chemical industries, 

many processing industries successfully devel~ped thenfselves. 

Table 1. Basic ll Pro・cessing Industries 

Deliveries. billion Yen 

1950 1978 (1978)/(1950) 

Textiles 1,096 7,236 6.6 

Apparels 85 2,764 32.5 

‘Wood products 274 4,272 15.6 

Furniture 65 2,465 37.9 

Iron & steel 650 13,471 20.7 

General machinery 312 13,640 43.7 

Elect. machinery 251 16,311 65.D 

Transp. machinery 371 20,291 54.7 
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2. Lonq term vision and dvnamic chanqe in comロarativeadvantaqe 

The Akamatsu-Vernon type of product cycle or industrial adjustment 

in stages was always kept in mind in preparing the medium term perspec-

tives of Japanese industrial composition. Specialization in some indus-

tries was never considered permanent, al七houghsuch shift in industrial 

composition was sometimes painful. A simplified scheme of such a shift 

may be demonstrated as follows • 

Table 2. Shift of Industrial Composition in Stages 

Domestic 
Imports Product Exports Direct Inv. 

Primary Ind. I I 

Light Ind. I II III 

Heavy-Ch. Ind •. II III IV 

ー Tech.IntensiveI. III IV V 

I, II, III, IV denote the stages of industrial development. 

IV 

V 

Needless to say, the protective measures were taken for the industries 

whose domestic production must start. In stage III, the import of heavy-

chemical indus七ry’sproducts was restricted on the basis of infant indus-

tries. How long the old protective measures may be maintained justifiablly 

is七heques七ionto be studied from the view-point of international divi-

sion of labor. 

The last stage of industrial development from the view-point of a 

si『1gleindustry -not necessarily from the view-poin七 ofthe engaged enter-

prises -is the direct investment abroad. Many textile companies inコap_an

made.direct investment in East and Southeast Asian countries, and their 

joint-ventures are successfully competing in the world marke七．
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The extent to which this kind of”technology transfer ”and transplan-

tation of some industries abroad can be successfully performed depends 

on the success in achieving the transformation of industrial structure 

a七home,because the necessary foreign exchange reserve must be earned 

by the expor七sof the other new industries' products. The successful 

process from stage III to IV may be seen from the following table : 

Table 3. Export/Production Ratio 

（芦）

1960 1965 1970 1975 1979 

Music Instr. 7.4 12o7 19.9 23.9 18.8 

Watches 4.7 15.7 37.0 51.3 57.2 

Automobiles 4.2 14. 5 22.8 40.0 50o2 

Work Machinery 3.6 12.7 7.7 26.7 43.4 

In the late 60’s and 70’s, the grow七hrate of Japanese exports su-

perseded that of domestic production, and that of overseas investment was 

even more rapid than exports事. The oil crises staggered this trend for the 

time being, but as theコapanesebalance of payments become steadily favor-

able and the exchange rate of Yen becomes strong again, her overseas in-

vestment will quickly recover. 

One difficul七ymay be anticipated. After a certain stage of industrial 

development, further development of more”technology-intensive”or”higher 

degree of technology”industries may become increasingly difficult. 

The main reason is that the so-called”Boomerang”effect causes the glut 

of some industrial products and yet the market for the product of next stage 

industries may not be large enough. It must be added, however, that the de-

velopment of some machinery industries like ship-building in one country 

almost always increases the import of some complementary machinery like 
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diesel engines from a more industrialized country. The problem is whether 

the l9ss of market in the former can be compensated enough by the la七七er.

Compe七itionbet111een US -Europe andコapandoes not guarantee optimism; 

whereas competition betweenコapanand Asian NIC's seems to support opti-

m1sm. 

At least so far theコapaneseexports successfully shifted to more and 

more”七echnology-intensive”typesof machinery products. Table 4 shows 

this trend. 

Table 4. Composi七ionofコapaneseExports 

1960 イ970 1980伍i

Foodstuffs 6.3 3.4 1.2 

Textiles 30.2 12.5 4.9 

Chemicals 4.5 6.4 5.2 

円etal& Metal Products 14.0 19.6 16.4 

門achinery 25.5 46.3 62.8 

Note七hatthe propor七ioπofmachinery in total exports is not as 

high as 60芦evenfor most industrialized countries like West Germany (47.9), 

Sweden (44.0), US (43.D), UK (37.4), France (37.4), Italy (33.8) or Switze-r-

land (33.2) in 1977. 

In order to perceive the future trend of demand and supply in the world 

market, the collection of information and forward-looking vision is essential. 

The main role played by MIT! and ” Soga sosha ” （丁目di珂 companies) in this 

respect can hardly be underestimated. Slightly more than half ofコapanese

foreign trade is handled by Sogo-shosha : 48.7河ofexports and 56.0芦of

imports in 1980. The main function of門IT！’sIndustrial Policy was to offer 

such information and vision • . The White Papers On Trade and various reports 
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on LongーTermPerspective・s of Industrial Structure prepared by門！TIstaff 

are full of information on the world market and its future trend. The in-

formation凶ascollected through various channels includingコETROorコapan

trade centers all over the world. Sogo-shosha also played similar functions 

as well as actual trading. Even.if凶elimit the number of staff stationed 

overseas by top nine Sogo Shosha (Mitsubishi, Mitsui, C. Itoh, Marubeni, 

Sumitomo, Nissho-I凶 i, Toyo Me山 a, Kanematsu Gosho, Nichime叶， morethan 

20,000 persons are working all over the world as of March, 1980. 

Table 5. Overseas Staff of Sogo Shosha 

Persons fromコapan Locally hired 

(persons) （芦） persons 

‘， 
North America 1,688 28.4 3,093 

Asia オ，384 23.3 5,222 

Europa 1,157 19.5 2,649 

Latin America 554 9.3 1,906 

Middle East 482 B.1 937 

Africa 372 6.3 819 

Oceania 308 5.2 761 

Total 5,945 100.0 15,387 

Remember that the total number of officials in the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs is only 3,560 and tha七 ofMIT! itself is only 13,624. 

Whileコapanesee×ports are expanding and overseas investment has accu-

mulated, the exports of NIC's also quickly jumped up.コapaneseexports ex-

panded about 10 times from 1968 to 1980, whereas US. 6.5 times, F.R. Germany 

7.8, France 9.0旦♀・ ButNIC’s e×ports expanded more rapidly. The annual問 ta

of growth in exports from 1971 to 1980 is : South Korea 36.4芦，
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Hongkong 21.5払 Tai嗣げ（ROC)28.6芦， Malaysia21.0再andSingapore 25.5芦．

This implies that the composition of exports and hence producing industries 

is changing among Asian countries, which requires an international adjust-

ment of industrial structure. The subject will be discussed later. 

3. Government ’s 仁imitedRole and Initiatives of Private Enterorises 

It is an erroneous recognition to七hinkthatコapaneseIndustrial Policy 

has given very protective support and enormous subsidies to strategically 

chosen industries like automobiles, electronics or computers. There are se-

veral characteristics in the governmen七’srole which are not widely recog-

『1ized.

a. The various protective measures taken for a certain industries seldom 

lasted too long・Forexample, the special allowance of accelerated depre-

ciation for machinery was given only for the initial three years after 

1951. The permit to regard some depreciation allowance as current cost 

for taxation purposes was granted only to some f包voredindustries, but 

the choice of industries has shifted, though somewりat belatedly, from 

iron and steel, shipping or trading companies to pollu七ion-preventing,

airplane, computers or atomic power industries. The import quota and 

custom duties and foreign exchange control is almos七 liberalizedby now. 

The specific exceptional commodities are only 20 now, including 5 in 

manufactured goods. 

The special protective measures are permitted only on七hebasis of 

certain regulationso Tりemost important industry to develop in the late 

501s and 6σt s was Machinery Industry. The two laws were particularly 

important : Temporary Law For Promo七ionof Machinery in June, 1956 and 

Temporary Law For Promotion of Electronic Industry inコune,1957. On the 

bases of these laws, special low interest loans were provided by public 

bankso The word temporary meant that these laws were the regulations 
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limited in the coverage of industries and time. They凶ererevised in 

fact several times and then completely revised as Temporary Law For 

Promotion of Specific Electronics and Machinery Industries, in 1971.・ 

The industries to be protected became more limited. The objectives 

were also e×panded to suggest”rationalization ”and ”expansion of 

production scale ”as well as to grant generous loans. This law was 

again changed to TemporaryしawFor Promotion of Specific Machinery and 

Information Industries inコuly, 1978. The emphasis of promotion is now 

on electronification of all kinds of machines and development of soft-

wares associated with it. This shows that the protective measures were 

only temppraryo All the laws had the deadline when they became in-

effective and had the specific objectives and measures permitted. 

b.コapaneseIndus七rialPolicy promoted both large scale of leading indus-

tries or enterprises &nd the linked followers or small and medium en-

terprises. Parallel development of large and small enterprises as well 

as key industries (e.g. iron and steel) and processing industries (e.go 

electrical appliances) is a characteristic ofコapaneseindustrial deve-

lopment. They always protected the vested interest of small and medium 

size corporations. Indeed, the Agency of Small and Medium Enterprises 

is an・ important and powerful agency within門ITI.For example, the pro-

portion of different sizes of enterprises did not change oveど anumber 

of years, 1965 to 1976. Table 6 shows thiso Similar observations can be 

made in many other industries. 
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Table 6. Number of Establishments in Different 

Sizes of En七erprises

1965 1970. '\ • 1976 

Textiles 5?,526 52,671 43,740 

Large 607 685 733 

門ed.& Small 19,541 20,625 20,225 

Proprietors 31,659 30,564 22,090 

Cooperatives 719 797 692 

Apparrel 16,268 20,946 26,808 

Large '35 89 160 

門ed.& Small 6,675 9,360 13,406 

Proprietors 9,287 11,234 12,994 

Cooperatives 271 263 248 

c. Industrial Policy was effectively prac七icedalso in overcoming the dif-

ficulties facing some declining industries. One example is ship-building 

industry. As for the ship-building industry case, the government adopted 

two policies. One is the short-term and another is the long-term policy.日

The short』termpolicy was based on Ship-building Industry Law・The

government advised to reduce the level of production to 72芦（large67 

companies in 1977), 67戸（large63 companies in 1978) 39芦（large34 

companies in 1979), and 39声（large34 companies in 1980). Since the Fair 

Trade Commission complained that it is against the Anti-Mo『1opolyLaw，七he

Ministry of Transportation requested the ship-building companies to form 

a depression cartel, and they have controled the level of production 

among the largest 39 corporations. 
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The long-term p・olicy was based on Temporary Law For Stabilizing 

Specific Ship-Building En土erprises,regulated in October, 1978. A new 

association call・ed Specific Ship-Building Enterprises Association was 

established. Its function is to raise the funds for purchasing the 

dockyards, equipments and land from the ship-building companies and 

abolish七hem.The funds required were abou七96billion Yen. One billion 

Yen was given by the governmen七， andthe rest was raised from the mem-

ber companies, 1 billion Yen and borrowed fromコapanDevelopment Bank 

and city banks. The loans are paid back over 10 years by the remaining 

members of the association. The abolishment was supposed to be completed 

by the end of March, 1980. The actual performance is as shown in Table 7 : 

Table 7. Abolishment of Ship-Building Equipments 

(unit : 10,000 Total Abolish Actual 
ton age) 。wned Target Perform 声 Remaining 

large 7 Co ’s (Target 4口預） ＇ . • 、 569 228 224 99 343 

medium 11・co’s (Target 30芦） 289 87 104 119 205 

med.small 16 Co’s (Target 27声） 79 21 25 119 45 

other 21 Co’s (Target 15芦） 40 6 5 81 26 

Total 61 Co's (aver. 35芦） 977 342 358 105 619 

What・is remarkable inコapaneseeconomic growth is the fact that the 

コapanesemanufacturers have shown unusually high capacity in transforming 

industrial structureo But it must be remembered that such a capacity is 

an outcome of painstaking effort of private enterprises, only partly and 

temporarily assisted by government industrial policies. 

d. The cooperation of labor unions must be also recognizedo When they are 

ideologically oriented and inflexible in perceiving the needs of the 
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national economy, tl:ie serious conflicts occurred even inコapari.The 

Miike Mining Co’s case is exactly on8' of such examples. The severe 

difficulties ofコapaneseeconomy in七he1970’s haυe become the common 

understanding between labor and management邑fter-t:wo oil crises. “ .. ・ 

Table 8 shows a remarkable decline of labor disputes inコapanin late 

?D's. The unionization rate ofコapaneseworkers is not particularly low. 

It is 31.6芦in1979 to’be compared叫 th57.4芦（U.K),41.9芦（Germany

F.R.) and 23.4 戸(US), bu七it seems to have a declining 七回M in recent 

years. 

Table B. Days Lost in Labor Disputes (72 -80) 

(1.000 man days) コapan us UK France F.R.Germany 

1972 5,147 27,066 23,909 3,755 66 

1973 4,604 27,948 7,197 3,915 563 

1974 9,663 47,991 14,750 3,:3Btl 1,051 

1975 B,016 31, 2:37 6,012 3,869 69 

1976 3,254 :37,859 3,284 5.011 5:34 

1977 1,518 35,822 10,142 3,666 24 

1978 1,358 36,922 9,405 2,200 4,281 

1979 9:30 33,000 29,474 3,172 483 

1980 32,000 11,910 1,511 

III. International Coordination of Industrial Restructurino Policies 

A numberof studies seem to have shown that there is more or less 

a standard pat七ernof industrial composition appropria七efor each stage 

of development to certain scales of national economieso The World Bank 

studies support thiso One study by Yosuhiko Torii ，” S七ructureof Pro-

tectionism : a view from.development theory ”Trade and Customs, Febru-

ary, 1981 (inコapanese)pointed out that if 14 advanced countries, 
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9 NIC’s, 21 Under-developed countries, 8 Least-developed countries 

and 3 East European countries are lumped together, and their indus-

trial au七putswere summed up:at the three digit levels of Interna-・ 

tional Standard Industrial Classification, then there emerges a si-

milar pattern of industrial composi七ionwithin the mar可ufacturingin-

dustry. The following figure is a rough presentation of this confi-

guration. I七demonstratesthat except for LLDC's, the relative weight 

of various industries at thιs level of aggregation for this kind of 

grouping remains quite similar to all groups of the countries. This 

would probably imply that due to the basic similarity in consump七ion

pattern and available technologies, the pattern of industrialization 

tends to be standardized. But this does not mean that within each ca-

tegory ・of industry, say Chemicals, one country ’S industry has a com-

parative advantage over another country’s similar industry -horizon-

tal division of labor. It also implies that neighboring countries in 

different development stages may have varied industrial structure, 

so that the vertical divisiori of labor is in accordance with compare-

tive advantage. The actual conditions are most likely to be a combi-

nation of these two types of specialize七ionsgradually shifting as 

both national economies develop. The above-mentioned study indicate 

that there are limitations to international specialization. Unless the 

relevant countries are aware of the development of similar countries in・ 

competing countries, the world-wide glut of the same commodities will 

be unavoidableo This has happened tote×tile industry and is happening 

in iron and steel, automobiles and electronicso The price fall will be 

unavoidableo The positive・ adjustment policies can only lead to protec-

tionismo What is needed is fundamentally the trust in price mechanism1 

supplemented by wise Industrial Policy with future-orien七edvisiono 
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The great difference betweenコapanand the Republic of Korea in indus-

七rialdevelopment ca.n be seen by comparing the last two tables. 

The notations are identifiable from !SIC and the same as rable 9. 

Additional notations are 

210 Coal Mining 

220 Oil and Natural gas 

230 門etalMining 

290 ． Other Mining ． 
410 ． Electricity, Gas, Water ． 
2 -4: Mining-Manufacturing and Public Utilities 

Al七houghthe scale of actual production differs, the rate of growth 

in many manufacturing industries is significantly positive. This would 

probably imply that there are severe competition as well as complementa-

rity between the corporations in both countries. The detailed studies of 

these industries may point to the kind of coordination policies required 

to overcome the unnecessary g・lut of world－凶ideproduction in some indus-

tries. 

Reference : 

S. Ichimura，”コapaneseIndustrial Res七ructuringPolices，” September, 

1979, Discussion Paper of CSEAS, Kyoto University. 

This paper gives many references inコapanese.
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Table 9. Industrial Structure in the World in 1975 

11/12 : Food Processin 

13 -: Drinks 

14 : Tobacco 

21 : Te×七iles

22 : Apparrel 

23 : Lea七her

31/32 : Wood Products 

41 : Paper Products 

42 : Printing 

51 : Chemicals 

54 : Petro Products 

55 : Rubber Products 

56 : Plastic Products 

61-69 : Non-Metal Products 

71 : Iron and steel 

81 : Metal Products 

82 : General Machinery 

83 : Electric Machinery 

84 : Transp. Machinery 

88 : Stationery 

90 : Other Manuf. Products 
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Table 10. ・ Industrial Development of RDK 

大鵠民国－R.げんっeA 

!SIC 望E 工 3提

210 石 炭 包 I 
220 原 i由．天~ガ Z J::菜

230 金 s: £ 蔓

290 その飽の E 菜 、J
2 包量. ；石震 、1
311/2食≫品包這莱

313. 飲

” 
製 i i 

314 た I！こ製這 l
321 ,. Ii 縫 工 莱

3211 砲糸，紡夜.Ii~ 菜
ロ2 衣:JI.身の廼9品製逗菜 cl 

323 i草および同製品製造莱

324 11 ~もの~這莱 c/ 

お1 木村．本製品製三莱

お2 ?A,ll.1.~ 這莱
341 a.紙袋品製這 i.
おlI パルプ．抵．涯とミ製乏莱

342 忠cl，出坂．問お喜三菜

351 化学工茶室c:Hl品益還菜

35!1 Elli-量：民t字ごill三星諒
3513 言語きfH千g11!）..！~民主

352 その飽の化学工葺裂畠笈迂韮

352:? 医薬品製造菜

353 石 泊 情 製 菜

354 その砲のof3盟主.E喧量品盟三軍

お5 ゴム製品製 .i:i妄

お6 2二骨量化ξγf何千，；巨長EミE
361 同Sき．土器製ミ系

362 ガラ 1..向型るt這:i
369 その飽乃$主主玄行製品製三芸

371 ~；－次製品製ミ菜

372 一次非i完全審製品~這菜
381 金2担品担三重〔聖夜.：1H徐（）

お2 -a謹言（竜王豊置を長（:IIミ茎
お25 事i!百ii'Uil豊．主計豊富是主

お3 電気 !!t11器具製造業

3幻2 う'it，わピ品宮証言？All是芸
384 院送段段裂乏 .1.
3841 信組製造・修理莱

お43 自動車製造茶

385 10：殴 fi~ iU』這 I
390 その飽の製這莱

3 エ It 

410 t笈妥．ガス莱．漂うE蔓
m1 ．司．且 er t カ
420 本 通 莱

品 電気・ガス・＊ illl

2・4 III.電E・／！l・4置Ill吉 b/d/

a/ 1968主芋ー！977宣手間の年庶民事．

b/怪烹を除〈．
c／小分1!132411322にきまれる．
d/ ガス~. iliうUiH・F生〈．

1968 

53 
・．．

96 
(5 

63 

40 

37 

•s 
24 
・．．

12 

3 
・．．

55 

84 

44 
・．．

59 

35 
・．．

・．．

29 
・．．

39 

40 
(9 

23 

H6 

42 
48 

18 

41 

22 

42 
・．．

8 

・－－

12 
・．．

・．．

17 

30 

26 

・．．

31 

．．． 

28 

ρ乞ナ-d.. J2;, d.広工b業y生産箔:.1(1975・100) 

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

58 iO 73 70 7i 87 
・．． ・・． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

9』 89 85 80 91 95 

51 60 関 63 84 90 

64 71 74 71 82 89 

51 55 66 83 93 92 

46 56 ω 66 80 89 

52 60 73 80 80 93 

32 38 46 61 76 78 
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

12 15 22 32 ω 78 

2 2 4 8 19 45 
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

57 64 74 84 102 90 

93 89 78 80 64 1'1 

44 41 53 61 80 96 

・－－ ・－－ ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

71 77 82 86 89 97 

44 Sl 52 ヨョ 68 TT 

・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・－－ ・．．

・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

29 48 54 58 74 88 
・．． ・．． ・－－ ・．． ・．． ・．．

53 66 75 78 91 90 

45 54 62 臼 92 98 

55 42 52 59 84 99 

30 Sci 71 78 79 70 

138 133 115 73 107 94 

45 臼 93 85 99 106 

60 JJ 62 64 90 99 

22 24 26 31 49 94 

41 39 46 幻 62 71 

23 24 26 ね 3S 5S 
35 34 43 日 82 83 
・－－ ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

13 14 18 23 48 92 
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

17 18 18 17 33 81 
・．． ．．． ， ．．． ・－． ・．． ・－－
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

お 主1 25 28 55 85 

43 52 46 59 70 82 

32 35 41 (8 65 84 

・．． ．．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

39 46 53 ω 75 お

・．． ・．． ・．． ・－． ・．． ・．．

34 37 43 49 66 84 

宇，., 

!SIC 
a/ 

1976 19n RATE • . トーーー・ー

93 98 6.0 210 
・．． ・．． ・．． 220 
111 121 2.5 ぉ。
117 138 13.3 お0
102 114 6.8 2 

132 169 17.4 311/2 
113 146 16.5 313 
106 118 10.5 314 ・
131 142 21.8 321 
・．． ・．． ・．． 3211 
142 158 33.2 322 
139 180 5i.6 323 
・．． ・．． ・．． 324 
132 149 11. 7 お1
lll 153 6.9 おZ

I:?! 152 14.8 341 
・．． ・．． ・．． 34ll 

117 130 7.3 342… 

m 146 17.2 351 
－．． ・．． 3511 
・．． ・．． ．．． 3513 

134 172 21.9 352 
・．． ・－－ ・．． お22

112 130 14.3 お3

124 149 15.7 お4

140 170 14.8 お五

133 225 28.8 356 

120 182 2.5 :?61 

llS 144 14.7 お2

ll6 146 13.2 お9

141 171 28.4 ・371 

143 179 17.8 3i2 

152 208 28.3 381 

157 166 16.5 382 
・．． ・．． ・－－ 忽25

173 219 44.4 お3

・．． ・．． ．．． お32

108 ISO 32 .• 処4

・．． ・．． ．．． お41

・．． ・．． ・－－ お43

182 213 32.4 おS

124 151 19.7 390 

136 154 21-9 3 

・．． ・．． ・－－ 410 

117 134 17.7 4101 
(20 

・－－ ・－－ ．．． • 
133 152 20-1 2・4
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Table 11・.Industrial Development ofコapan

日本 zニア孔-peiぃ

!SIC 軍E 工 3鹿

210 石 炭 I! 業

忽泊 原油．天忽ガス紅葉

230 金 5.・ 官L 菜

290 その他の£ '-

2 It • ' It 石累

311/2食斜品製造菜

313 欽

” 
製 這 l 

314 たばこ y 造業

321 億 鐙 工 i 
3ZII 製品.r1i夜， Iii妨莱

322 支:a.身のIり品ti!這菜
323 皮革および問裂品y逗菜

m 11 ~ もの y 這 i

おI 本材．木 ¥t品製這菜

332 家具，！具製遺 i
341 E. a嬰品製這 i
3411 パルプ．抵．度f.墾這i
342 印刷．出li＇間関連工業

351 化学工業基~~品~這莱
35!1 ~後（at字工芸v主忠重
3513 ささ~f11f,11t~ev主主
352 その也の化学工葺湿＆$.I這蔓

3522 医薬品 y 這 J.
353 石 泊 筒 y l 
354 そ幻想のE泊型品Jj担f:品目蓮華
355 ゴム製品製這菜

356 !::it2J民主げ事H,1U~；ま2

361 同信審．土器包逗莱

362 ガテ X•同製品担這菜
369 そカ住の非金書主絡製品製這葺

371 鉄鋼－ it:担品製造業

372 －次inx金玄製品製這菜

381 金ま盟主E三軍｛聖夜．茎置を免〈）
352 -11在湾〔電支撞夜をIi＜濯這茎

お25 事！；；主宿泊E壷．全it豊E去茎
お3 電気 laii器具製造主

お32 ;,it，れとA脱出A民基
お4 陥送 Ii隠包造業

おH ぉ』9~這・修理菜
3843 自動 車包這 l
おS 筒密俊健器具 y.a葺

390 その他 の製造業

エ I 、t

410 電気t,ff.Xl,11t
4101 宮 灯 電 カ
420 水 遺 l 
4 篭気・ガス・水道 l'l

2・4 E工1.U•U•UU昔 、t
a/ 1968主事・ 1977年間の年忠実：$［.
b/印刷．出版茶を除〈．

1968 

24S 
92 
144 
6i 

140 

ω 
69 

8S 
・．．

お

77 
78 
107 
・．．

77 
・．．

・．．

69 
・．．

・．．

52 
・．．

S8 
44 
74 

66 

81 

ω 
74 

71 
74 
・．．

56 
・．．

56 
・．．

・．．

56 
97 

69 

59 
・．．

－．． 

69 

・
． ． 

九，~ － -13 • .:a芝生間叡(Iル 100) . 一一エ円

1969 1970 1971-1972 1973 -・ 1974 1976 1977 RATE・／ － 

おS 211 178 !SO 118 107 • 97 96 -10.0 
97 102 1().1 104 108 107 101 112 2.2 
146 146 145 130 108 96 99 103 -3.7 

H 82 87 93 110 109 104 108 5.4 

141 138 130 120 • 113 106 100 103 -3.4 

85 92 94 99 

” 
98 101 105 

73 77 鈎 関 91 95 97 101 4.3 
97 105 109 l1l 11S 106 l飽 107 2.2 
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． －－． ・．． ・．． ・．．

94 100 103 ー103 116 110 108 108 2.7 
以 87 89 96 99 98 105 103 3.3 
86 90 92 95 101 100 101 101 2.9 
114 119 117 121 122 109 107 .. 104 -0.3 
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・－． ・．． ・．．

87 98 101 107 119 114 113 115 u 
・．． ・．． ・．． ．．． ・－－ ．．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

・．． ・．． ・．． ー・．． ．．． ・．． ・－－ ・－． ・．．

81 94 100 108 119 11:r 1~ 112 5.5 
・．． ・－－ ・－－ －．． ・．． ・．． ..・・ － ーー ．．． ・－．
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ．．． 

63 76 82 87 103 106 118 126 10.3 

・－－ ・．． ・．． －．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

69 81 的 93 10S 105 104 106 6.9 
57 73 78 78 98 101 % 94 8.8 
81 89 92 9S 110 105 Ill 114 4.9 

76 95 105 119 135 114 117 121 7.0 

90 101 103 110 126 117 110 115 

83 94 91 99 119 ー 117 109 108 5.3 

87 94 96 108 129 113 119 125 6.0 

84 ・-97 100 ・・・・・ 111 133 ---123 117一一 125 6.S・-

飽 105 102 102 128 126 110 117 5.2 
・．． ． ・・・ ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・－－ ・．． ．．． 

75 87 89 101 122 us 128 136 10.4 
・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． 主・・ ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．， 

&I 73 81 90 103 105 102 106 7.3 
・．． ・．． ・．． ・－． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．．

・．． ・．． ・．． ・－－ ・．． ・．． ．．． ・．． ・－－

67 ω 81 86 98 108 128 166 12.8 

109 106 102 110 116 107 119 122 2.6 

80 92 94 IOI 117 112 111 11& 5.9 

66 75 ω 86 97 97 108 114 7.6 

・－－ ・．． ・．． ・．． ・－－ ・．． ・．． ・．． ．．・

・．． ．．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・．． ・－－ ・－－

80 ’1 
94 101 116 112 111 111 5.9 

ISIC 

210 
220 

2:lO 

290 

2 

31!/2 
313 
314 

321 
3211 

322 
323 
324 
お1
332 

341 

エm
342 

351 
3511 
お13
352 

3522 
お3
354 
お5

356 
361 
362 

369 
371 

372 
-381 --

組2
活25
お3
お32
お4
お41

3843 

お3

390 
3 

410 
4101 

420 

4 

2-4 


